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SKATEPARK SYSTEMS

WWW.SKATERAMPARTS.COM

Where Safety and Durability
are Standard Features
At Ramparts Skatepark Systems we believe that every skatepark needs to be
maximized for safety and durability. We invite you to look around and see what
other manufacturers offer as “options” that are always standard features on our
highest quality skateparks. Items like standard underside enclosures that keep litter
and people away from the important underside hardware.

At Ramparts we know

that guardrails are not a choice – they are critical to the safety of your park. That’s
why every element of your park will be complete with guardrails - it’s a standard
feature.
At Ramparts, every element of your park is custom designed. Two quarter pipes
do not make a half pipe. Each element is carefully designed to fit perfectly and
safely. We offer a design approach that is totally modular, whether you choose a
skatepark sheeted with Skatelite or 7 Gauge galvanized steel.

You

choose the size, you decide on the elements and we deliver the safest,
most durable and easy to maintain skatepark, that is sure to provide
your community with years of safe and enjoyable recreation.

Compromise Is NOT An Option
Skatelite
1/4” riding surface CNC routered for
precision fit, fastened to frames with
stainless steel tamper resistant bolts
& Nylok nuts.

Handrails
2” (16 Gauge) inline galvanized
and polyester coated tubular
handrails provide safety and
stability.

Coping
Heavy-Gauge
(2.375”)
hot-dipped
galvanized coping for
smooth grinding.
Fasteners
Fasteners provide a
bolt-through,
tamper-resistant,
smooth riding
surface.

Precision Formed
Frame
2” square galvanized
uprights (12 Gauge),
complete with 1”
galvanized steel cross
bracing.

1/4” x 2”
Aluminum edging.

Sub-Str8
1/2” polypropylene CNC
routered for precision fit.
Cross Brace
11 Gauge hot-dipped
galvanized cross ribs
welded to laser cut side
profiles.

Transition
11 Gauge hot-dipped galvanized
transition plates allow for smooth
transition from component to riding
surface.

Foot
(7 Gauge galvanized)
Large adjustable foot
levelers adjust to allow
components to be
installed on uneven
surfaces.

Underside Enclosure
(11 Gauge) Conceals
bottom of all elements and
allows for quick structural
inspection. Enclosure also
prevents litter from
accumulating under ramps.

For Ramparts all steel skatepark line please note that 7 Gauge galvanized sheeting with polyester
powder coated finish would be welded directly to the crossbracing in place of the substrate
aluminum channel and skatelite shown above.
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Steel
Skateparks...

...for maximum durability
Ramparts offers a complete line of exciting skatepark obstacles sheeted with 7 Gauge
galvanized steel. Each section is completely welded, which eliminates hardware from
the skating section and provides maximum durability. Other companies offer a variety
of thickness options for their steel sheeting whereas Ramparts standardizes on 7
Gauge galvanized steel sheeting. The result is a superior skatepark for your community. For maximum durability and less maintenance, choose Ramparts All-Steel Skateparks.
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COMPONENTS MAKE THE PARK
Funbox with planter

Spine and pump bump

Bank

Step bench

Quarter pipe

These elements are a few of the most popular components.
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Skatelite
Skateparks...

...PRECISION AND FLEXIBILITY
Ramparts offers a complete line of skatepark obstacles utilizing a
composite surface known to the industry as Skatelite. This surface is
traction friendly, does not retain water, and is quieter than steel. The
Skatelite surface is available on all of our popular elements as well as on
any of our custom design creations.
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COMPONENTS DRIVE...
... MODULAR VERSATILITY
Spine and step bench

Picnic table and wedge

Quarter pipe

Funbox with deluxe
bench

Bank

Kinked grind rail
These classic components are only the start.
Let Ramparts customize your one-of-a-kind skatepark!
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Park Layouts

Layout 1

AREA: 7200 sq ft
PERIMETER: 120’ x 60’

-ANUAL 0AD "ASIC "ENCH 3TEP "ENCH 0ICNIC 4ABLE
7EDGE 2OUND 'RINDRAIL 3QUARE 'RINDRAIL  &UN"OX
WITH $ELUXE "ENCH  8  1UARTER 0IPE  

SK81016

Layout 2

AREA: 7500 sq ft
PERIMETER: 75’ x 100’

2OUND 'RINDRAIL 3QUARE 'RINDRAIL +INKED 'RINDRAIL
3TEP "ENCH  8  3PINE  &UN"OX WHIPS  $ELUXE
"ENCH  8  1UARTER 0IPE  8  &LAT "ANK

SK81038

Layout 3

AREA: 3500 sq ft
PERIMETER: 50’ x 70’

+INKED 'RINDRAIL 3QUARE 'RINDRAIL $ELUXE "ENCH 3TEP
"ENCH 7EDGE   8  3PINE  8  1UARTER 0IPE 
8  &LAT "ANK  &UN"OX W$ELUXE "ENCH  8 
1UARTER 0IPE

Layout 4

SK81048

AREA: 4250sq ft
PERIMETER: 85’ x 50’

$ELUXE "ENCH 7EDGE 3QUARE 'RINDRAIL +INKED
'RINDRAIL 3TEP "ENCH  8  3PINE  8  1UARTER
0IPE   8  -ELLOW "ANK  &UN"OX W3QUARE
'RINDRAIL

SK81076
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These are only suggested layouts.

Park Layouts

Layout 5

AREA: 12650 sq ft
PERIMETER: 115’ x 110’

3QUARE 'RINDRAIL +INKED 'RINDRAIL  8  1UARTER
0IPE  8  1UARTER 0IPE  8  1UARTER 0IPE 
&UN"OX WHIPS AND 0LANTER  1UARTER 0IPE"ANK
#OMBINATION W$ELUXE "ENCH  0LANTER  8 
1UARTER 0IPE"ANK #OMBINATION  &UN"OX W#ENTRE
0LANTER  8  -ELLOW "ANK   8  (ALF 0IPE

SK81138

Layout 6

AREA: 4500 sq ft
PERIMETER: 50’ x 90’

2OUND 'RINDRAIL +INKED 'RINDRAIL 7EDGE 3TEP
"ENCH $ELUXE "ENCH 0UMP "UMP  8  3PINE  8
 1UARTER 0IPE  8  &LAT "ANK

SK81162

Layout 7

AREA: 6600 sq ft
PERIMETER: 55’ x 120’

-ANUAL 0AD +INKED 'RINDRAIL  8  3PINE  8 
-ELLOW "ANK  8  1UARTER 0IPE  &UN"OX WHIPS 
$ELUXE "ENCH  8  (ALF 0IPE

SK81186

Layout 8

AREA: 7500 sq ft
PERIMETER: 100’ x 75’

7EDGE 0ICNIC 4ABLE 3QUARE 'RINDRAIL +INKED
'RINDRAIL #URVED 'RINDRAIL 0UMP "UMP  8  (ALF
0IPE  &UN"OX  &UN"OX WHIPS  0LANTER  8 
1UARTER 0IPE  8  1UARTER 0IPE-ELLOW "ANK
#OMBO

SK81205

Let ramparts custom design your park.
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The possibilities for how to use or customize each of

your cUSTOM DESIGN

customized stairs

drive a whole new
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our quality components is limited only by your imagination
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SKATEPARK SYSTEMS

A Division of BELAIR Recreational Products Inc.
21 Scott Avenue, P.O. Box 244, Paris, ON N3L 3G2
Toll Free: 1-800-387-6318 Fax: 519-442-0111

WWW.SKATERAMPARTS.COM
Distributed by:

